
2016 FCS Off Campus Performance MC Scripts
Introduction:

Good morning, and welcome to the annual Fidelity Chinese School Culture 
Performance in celebration of the Chinese New Year. 
My name is ________and I am a _____th grader at ______school.  It is my honor 
to introduce today’s program to you.  Our exciting performance today includes 
Chinese Dragon Dance, Chinese Yo-Yo, traditional folk dance and  Kung Fu.  
Please enjoy the program.

Dragon Dance

With incomparable strength and power, the dragon has been the symbol of Chinese 
dynasties for thousands of years.  The Dragon dance, similar to the one performing 
here today, is a traditional Chinese New Year celebration used to ward off evil and 
to wish for prosperity. 

Chinese Yo-Yo
The Chinese Yo-Yo is a traditional toy invented in ancient China. Playing the 
Chinese yo-yo takes a great deal of practice and dedication. It can also be 
considered as a combination of sport and art. The Yo-Yo performance is not only 
about tricks; it is also about creativity, synchronization, choreography, and fun. 
Fidelity Chinese School’s Yo-Yo teachers are high school student volunteers. New 
tricks are learned and shared with the students all the time.

Long Sleeve Dance - Melanie Zhang Solo
Long Sleeve Dance was developed as a way for royalty, nobles and officials to 
celebrate grand occasions. Young women, wearing dresses with long, elegant 
sleeves, would dance to imitate the movement of fairies, and the ripples of water 
and air.

Alex Tai - YoYo Solo

Alex is a student YoYo Student who is going to demonstrate his technique that he 
has learned from his Student Instructors at the Fidelity Chinese School.  Alex is a 
Third grader at Frank J. Dugan Elementary School.



Chu Yi Dance - Erica Lee Solo

The state of Chu was established around 1030 BC in the Zhou dynasty. Chu 
enjoyed rapid growth and expansion that lasted nearly 500 years during through  
the Spring and Autumn period. However, corrupt and weak leadership led to the 
beginning of the Warring States period, a time where the various states within 
China fought for complete unification of the country. In this dance choreographed 
by Ma Lao Shi of the Ma Yong Performing Arts Troupe, both the serenity of 
peacetime and the chaos of war influence the music and the movements. Please 
enjoy. 

Sound of Spring - Junior Dance                                                                         

Ribbon dance: Sound of Spring is a Chinese folk dance and performed in 
celebration of Chinese festival.  It expresses happiness and joy, highlights the 
festival spirit. 

Sr. Dance class: Prairie Morning Song  
The Culture of Mongolia has been heavily influenced by the Mongol nomadic way 
of life. Horse back riding become their most important culture. they are one of the 
only remaining horse-based cultures left in the world. The dance that 
choreographed by Mr. Ma celebrates the Mongolian girls unique personality and 
their way of life 

Peacock Dance (Melanie) 

In the Dai Minority area of Asia, as a symbol of good luck, happiness, beauty, and 
honesty, the Peacock Dance is usually performed to express good wishes for a 
happy life. The Peacock Dance is notable for its imitation of the peacock behavior 
through body movements.  

Closing 

This concludes today’s performances.  Fidelity Chinese School would like to thank                            
you for letting our volunteers and students perform at _________ School.  Thank 
you for coming and we hope you have enjoyed our programs.  Happy and Healthy 
New Year to you and your families.


